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㖾ഭᣅ䍴〫≁ᤷই
U.S. Investment Immigration Guide
1ˈ ӰѸᱟ㖾ഭᣅ䍴〫≁˛
What’s the U.S. Investment Immigration?
1-1ˈ 㖾ഭᣅ䍴〫≁ᱟㅜӄ㊫㙼ъ〫≁ˈᱟԕ⇿њᣅ䍴〫≁ᇦᓝ䴰㾱ࡋ䙐 10 њቡъ
ᵪՊǄ൘ᵚᶕ 2-5 ᒤǄ
The U.S. Investment Immigration is the Employment Based Fifth Preference, and each investor
shall create 10 jobs in future 2-5 years with his/her investment amount.
1-2ˈ 㤡᮷ㆰ〠˖ EB-5 ᡆ EB5
English abbreviation: EB-5 or EB5
1-3ˈ 㤡᮷˖〠ޘEmployment Based Fifth Preference ㅜӄ㊫Ոݸቡъර〫≁Ǆ
Full name in English: Employment Based Fifth Preference
1-4ˈ ᡁԜޜਨᱟ㖾ഭ〫≁ተᢩ߶Ⲵᣅ䍴४ฏѝᗳˈ䈖㿱˖
Our company is the investment regional center approved by the USCIS, for detail please
visit:
www.eb5-circ.com

2ˈ ᣅ䍴〫≁ᴹєᣅ䍴ᯩᔿ˖
There are two methods of EB-5 investment immigration:
2-1ˈ ⴤ᧕ᣅ䍴ᯩᔿ˖
Direct Investment:
ᡁԜሶԕᣅ䍴Ӫѹ䐏㖾ഭ亩ⴞޜਨԕਸՉӪⲴᯩᔿᡀ・ањޘᯠⲴޜਨˈᒦ⭡ᣅ
䍴Ӫ᧗㛑ˈ⭡ᡁԜ䍏䍓㓿㩕о㇑⨶Ǆ
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We will form a brand new company in the name of the investors with the project
company in U.S., which will be controlled by the investors, and operated and managed
by our company.
ֻྲ˖ᡁԜ䳶ഒᰇлⲴ亩ⴞˈ൘⍋ᵹ⸦䮯┙аᾬᴹ 5 њਟԕ㓿㩕佀侞ъǃ䴦ъⲴ
୶ъᓇ䶒Ǆᰐ䇪ᣅ䍴Ӫ㓿㩕佀侞ъ䘈ᱟ䴦ъˈ䴰㾱൘ᵚᶕ 2-5 ᒤ㚈䈧 10 њԕкᴹ
㖾ഭਸ⌅䓛ԭⲴઈᐕǄᰐ䴰ᣅ䍴ӪӢ㠚㇑⨶ޜਨˈਟ⭡ᡁԜ४ฏѝᗳѪ亩ⴞ㇑⨶
ޜਨ䘋㹼㇑⨶ˈ䘉ṧᣅ䍴Ӫн⭘ᣵᣅ䍴仾䲙Ǆᣅ䍴仍 105 з㖾䠁ˈᣅ䍴ᰦ䰤 5 ᒤˈ
ࡠᵏਾޘ仍䘰䘈ᣅ䍴Ⅾˈᡆ㘵ԕᣅ䍴Ⅾ 105 з㖾䠁䍝ҠᡁԜ䳶ഒᰇл⍋ᵹ⸦ᡆ㘵༿
ေཧ亩ⴞᡯቻǄ
e.g.: In the project of our group, Long Beach, Los Angeles, there are 5 commercial stores
for catering and retail business. Whether the investors run the business of catering or
retail, they need to hire at least 10 employees with American legal status in the next 2-5
years. It is not necessary for investors to personally manage the company, but can be
managed by our regional center as a project management company, so that investors do
not have to take on the investment risk. The investment amount is $ 1.05 million with a
5-year investment period. Upon expired, the investment amount of $ 1.05 million will be
refunded in full, or used to purchase the house of our LA or Hawaii projects.
䘉њᣅ䍴ᯩᔿѪⴤ᧕ᣅ䍴ᯩᔿǄ
This method is the direct investment.
⍋ᵹ⸦䮯┙亩ⴞ㖁ㄉ˖
Website of LA Long Beach project: WWW.LONGBEACHGARDENHOME.COM
2-2ˈ ᣅ䍴ࡠ४ฏѝᗳ亩ⴞⲴᯩᔿ˖
Investment in Regional Center Project
ӰѸᱟ४ฏѝᗳᣅ䍴〫≁亩ⴞ˛
What is the regional center project for EB-5 investment immigration?
㖾ഭᖸཊᡯൠӗᔰਁ୶ѪҶԕվ࡙㶽䍴ˈੁ㖾ഭ〫≁ተ䙂Ӕаԭ⭣䈧ˈ⭣䈧ሶ㠚
ᐡᔰਁⲴ亩ⴞࡇѪ४ฏѝᗳ亩ⴞˈ㧧ᗇ㖾ഭ〫≁ተᢩ߶ਾˈ䈕亩ⴞਟԕᤋᨭ EB-5
〫≁ᣅ䍴ӪǄᣅ䍴䰘Ѫᴰվ 80 з㖾䠁ˈᴰ儈 105 з㖾䠁Ǆྲ᷌亩ⴞ൘ཡъ⦷䎵䗷
ޘഭᒣ൷ཡъ⦷Ⲵ 150%Ⲵൠ४ˈㅖਸᶑԦਚ䴰㾱ᣅ䍴 80 з㖾䠁˗ྲ᷌亩ⴞн൘儈
ཡъൠ४ˈ䴰㾱ᣅ䍴 105 з㖾䠁ǄаӪᣅ䍴ˈޘᇦ˄ཛৼᯩ࣐кᡰᴹ 21 ԕлᵚ
ႊᆀྣ˅ਟԕ⭣䈧〫≁㖾ഭǄ
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In order to raise money at low interest rates, many real estate developers in the United States
submit an application to USCIS to list their project as a regional center, which, if approved by
USCIS, can attract EB-5 immigrant investors. The minimum investment threshold is $800,000
and the maximum is $1.05 million. If the project is located in an area where the unemployment
rate is more than 150% of the national average, only $800,000 is required to qualify; if the project
is not in an area with high unemployment rate, it requires an investment of $1.05 million. One
person invests, the whole family (husband and wife plus all unmarried children under the age of
21) can apply for immigration to the United States.
४ฏѝᗳⲴᣅ䍴〫≁亩ⴞᱟྲօ䇑㇇ቡъᵪՊⲴ˛а㡜ˈᡯൠӗᔰਁ亩ⴞⲴቡъ
ᵪՊˈѫ㾱ᱟ䶐ᔪㆁᐕ〻ᯭᐕˈࡽᵏ䇮䇑ഒ䱏ˈᔰਁ୶㇑⨶ഒ䱏ԕ৺亩ⴞ䮯ᵏ㓿㩕
Ⲵ୶ъㅹᶕࡋ䙐ˈ࠶᩺ࡠ⇿њ〫≁ᣅ䍴ӪⲴṸᆀѝǄྲ᷌ањᡯൠӗᔰਁ亩ⴞਸ
䇑ਟԕ൘ᵚᶕєᒤࡋ䙐 1000 њቡъᵪՊ䛓Ѹ䘉њᣅ䍴〫≁亩ⴞˈਟԕᴰཊᤋ 100 њ
〫≁ᣅ䍴ӪǄ
How does the project for investment immigration in regional center calculate
employment opportunities? In general, the employment opportunities of real estate
development projects are mainly created by engineering construction, pre-design team,
developer management team and long-term business operation of the project, and then
distributed to the case of each EB-5 investor. If a real estate project can create 1,000 jobs
over the next two years, up to 100 EB-5 investors can be attracted.
〫≁ᣅ䍴Ӫᰐ䇪ᣅ䍴 80 з㖾䠁䘈ᱟ 105 з㖾䠁ˈṩᦞⴞࡽ㖾ഭ〫≁ተṸԦᢩ߶䙏ᓖˈ
བྷ㓖 5 ᒤਾਟԕ䘰䘈〫≁ᣅ䍴Ⅾᡆ㘵ሶ〫≁ᣅ䍴Ⅾ⭘Ҿ䍝Ҡᔰਁ୶ᰇл亩ⴞᡯቻǄ
Whether an EB-5 investor invests $800,000 or $1.05 million, according to the current
cases approval speed of the USCIS, the investment funds can be refunded or used to
purchase the project houses of developer after 5 year.
ⴞࡽᵜ䳶ഒᰇл亩ⴞѝ⍋ᵹ⸦઼༿ေཧ䈧ⲫᖅ㖁ㄉ⍿㿸˖
For more detail about our projects in LA and Hawaii, please visit:
WWW.USAFW.COM

3ˈ 㖾ഭᣅ䍴〫≁ᡰ䴰᮷Ԧ˖
Required Documents
3-1ˈ 䇱᰾ᣅ䍴ⅮѪਸ⌅䍴䠁Ⲵ᮷ԦǄ
Documents certifying that the investment funds is legitimate.
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3-1-1ˈᐕ䍴᭦ޕǃޜਨ྆䠁ˈ֓䠁˗
Income from salaries and wages, bonus and commission;
3-1-2ˈޜਨ㛑ᵳ࠶㓒˗
Dividends to shareholders;
3-1-3ˈ㛑⾘ᣅ䍴ˈަᆳ䇱ࡨᣅ䍴ˈᡯൠӗᣅ䍴ᡰᗇ˗
Income from investment in stock, securities, and real estate;
3-1-4ˈӢᡊᴻ৻䎐оǄྲ᷌ᣅ䍴Ⅾᱟ䎐оᡰᗇˈᓄ⭡䎐оӪᨀԕкᶀᯉǄ
From relatives and friends. If the investment funds is a gift income, the donor shall
provide the above mentioned documents.
3-2ˈ ᣅ䍴Ӫ/ѫ⭣䈧Ӫᐢ㓿ሶᣅ䍴Ⅾ≷Ⅾᣅ䍴ࡠ亩ⴞޜਨⲴ≷Ⅾࠝ䇱Ǆ
The remittance voucher that the EB-5 investor/main petitioner has invested the
investment funds into the project company.
3-3ˈ ᣅ䍴Ӫ/ѫ⭣䈧Ӫޘ䜘ᇦᓝᡀઈⲴࠪ⭏䇱᰾ˈᇦᓝᡀઈоᣅ䍴Ӫ/ѫ⭣䈧ӪⲴӢ
ޣ㌫䇱᰾Ǆ
Birth Certificate of all EB-5 investor/main petitioner’s family members and Kinship
Certificate between the EB-5 investor/main petitioner and family members.
3-4ˈ ᰐ⣟㖚䇱᰾Ǆ
Certificate of No Criminal Conviction.
3-5ˈ ᣅ䍴Ӫ/ѫ⭣䈧Ӫޘ䜘ᇦᓝᡀઈⲴᣔ➗ᢛ᧿ԦǄ
Scanned passport of EB-5 investor/main petitioner’s whole family members.
3-6ˈ ᣅ䍴Ӫ/ѫ⭣䈧ӪⲴњӪㆰশǄ
EB-5 investor/main petitioner’s resume.
3-7ˈ ᣅ䍴Ⅾਸ⌅䇱᰾ᶕⓀⲴҖ䶒䈤᰾Ǆ
Written explanation of legitimate sources of investment funds.

4ˈ ଚӋӪਟԕ⭣䈧㖾ഭᣅ䍴〫≁˛
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Who can apply for EB-5 investment immigration?
4-1ˈ ᯠ࣐එӪˈ傜ᶕӪˈѝഭӪˈ俉ӪˈঠᓖӪˈ䎺ইӪˈ઼ޘц⭼ԫօഭᇦⲴ
ˈ≁ޜ൘ᯠ࣐එⴻࡠᡁԜⲴᒯˈ䜭ਟԕ⭣䈧㖾ഭᣅ䍴〫≁Ǆᖃ❦䴰㾱ㅖਸԕкᣅ
䍴Ⅾਸ⌅䍴䠁ᶕⓀᶑԦǄ
Singaporeans, Malays, Chinese, Hong Kongers, Indians, Vietnamese, and citizens of any
country in the world who see our advertisement in Singapore can apply for EB-5
investment immigration.
4-2ˈ 㖾ഭᱟㅜа㊫〫≁ഭᇦǄ〫≁㖾ഭᴰཊⲴᱟѝഭӪǃঠᓖӪǃ俉Ӫǃਠ⒮Ӫǃ
ᯠ࣐එӪǃ䎺ইӪǄ㲭❦㖾ഭᱟѝഭӪᴰௌ⅒Ⲵ〫≁ഭᇦˈնѝഭᇎ㹼Ӫ≁ᐱཆ≷
㇑ࡦˈᰐ⌅䘋㹼ᣅ䍴Ⅾ≷Ⅾˈ㘼䙊䗷ൠлᯩᔿ≷Ⅾˈ〫≁ተҏн᧕ਇǄ
The United States is a nation of immigrants. The largest number of immigrants are
Chinese, Indians, Hong Kong, Taiwanese, Singaporeans and Vietnamese. The United
States is the most popular country for Chinese to emigrate to, but China has a foreign
exchange control system that prevents investment funds from being remitted, and the
underground remittance is not accepted by the USCIS.

5ˈ ᣅ䍴〫≁⭣䈧⍱〻˖
Application Process:
5-1ˈ 〫≁ᣅ䍴Ӫ⭥䈍䈒ǃ⭥䛞䈒ˈᡆⴤ᧕ࡽᖰޜਨ൘ӊ⍢ᒯ൪ 42 ઼ 43 ᾬ䈒Ǆ
Immigrant investors can consult by phone, email, or directly go to our office: 8 Marina
View 42-01 & #43-01 Asia Square Tower.
5-2ˈ 〫≁ᣅ䍴Ӫປ߉〫≁⭣䈧㺘Ṭˈ⭡ᡁԜ䇴ՠ⭣䈧Ӫᱟㅖਸᣅ䍴〫≁ᶑԦǄ
Immigrant investors fill in the immigration application form, and we will evaluate
whether the applicant is eligible for the conditions of investment immigration.
5-3ˈ 䇴ՠㅖਸᶑԦⲴˈㆮ䇒ᣅ䍴〫≁ॿ䇞Ǆ
Those who meet the evaluation criteria will sign the investment immigration agreement.
5-4ˈ 〫≁ᣅ䍴Ӫ䝽ਸ߶༷ᶀᯉǄ
Immigrant investors shall cooperate with the documents preparation.
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5-5ˈ 〫≁ᣅ䍴Ӫሶᣅ䍴Ⅾ≷Ⅾ㠣ᡰᣅ䍴Ⲵ亩ⴞޜਨ䬦㹼䍖ᡧǄ
Immigrant investors remit the investment funds to the bank account of the project
company he has invested.
5-6ˈ ᡰᴹ᮷Ԧሶ㻛⢩ᘛу䙂㠣ᡁԜ㖾ഭ४ฏѝᗳਸⲴᖻᐸഒ䱏䘋㹼ᶀᯉᇑḕǄ
All documents will be sent by express mail to the legal team working with our regional
center in the U.S. for review.
5-7ˈ 㖾ഭ〫≁ᖻᐸഒ䱏ᇑḕਾˈਟ㜭Պ㾱≲㺕ݵᶀᯉˈྲᰐ䴰㺕ݵᶀᯉሶՊⴤ᧕ሶ
ᶀᯉ䙂Ӕ㔉㖾ഭ〫≁ተǄ
After review, our attorney team may request additional materials, if not, they will submit
all documents directly to the USCIS.

6ˈ 〫≁⭣䈧ᰦ䰤㺘亴⍻˖
Immigration Application Schedule Forecast:
6-1ˈ ࡽᵏ䈒ᰦ䰤ሶਆߣҾ〫≁⭣䈧Ӫ㠚ᐡˈа㡜㓖Ѫ 7-30 ཙǄ
The initial consultation time will depend on the applicant, generally about 7-30 days.
6-2ˈ ྲ〫᷌≁⭣䈧ӪⲴᣅ䍴Ⅾᐢ㓿߶༷ྭˈਟԕ傜кㆮ㓖〫≁ᣅ䍴ॿ䇞Ǆ
If the investment funds is ready, the immigrant investors can sign the immigration
investment agreement immediately.
6-3ˈ 〫≁ᣅ䍴Ӫ䝽ਸᶀᯉ䴰㾱єњᴸᰦ䰤ᆼᡀǄ
It may take 2 months to complete all documents under immigrant investors cooperation.
6-4ͫ 䙂Ӕᣅ䍴〫≁⭣䈧㺘Ṭ I-526Ǆ䈕㺘ṬⲴᇑᢩᰦ䰤൘ 2022 ᒤ 3 ᴸ 29 ᰕ㖾ഭ〫
≁ተᇈᯩޜѝᱮ⽪ˈӾ 2023 ᒤᓅᔰˈਚ䴰㾱 6 њᴸᰦ䰤ᢩ߶Ǆ
Submit Immigrant Petition by Alien Entrepreneur Form I-526. The timeline for approval is listed
in the USCIS’s announcement on March 29, 2022, that it will take only six months to approve,
starting in late 2023.
6-5ˈ ൘ I-526 〫≁⭣䈧㺘Ṭᢩ߶ਾˈྲ〫᷌≁⭣䈧Ӫᱟᤱ F-1 Ⲵ㖾ഭ⮉ᆖ⭏ˈᡆ㘵
ᱟᤱ B1/B2 Ⲵ⑨㘵ˈ൘䘋ޕ㖾ഭ 90 ཙਾˈਟԕ൘㖾ഭຳ䙂Ӕ㔯⭣䈧㺘Ṭ I-485Ǆ
਼ṧˈ㖾ഭ〫≁ተ 2022 ᒤ 3 ᴸ 29 ᰕޜᱮ⽪ˈӾ 2023 ᒤᓅᔰˈྲ〫᷌≁⭣䈧Ӫ
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ᡆ㘵ᇦᓝᡀઈˈ⋑ᴹᰦ䰤ࡽᖰ㖾ഭຳⲴˈਟԕ൘≁ޜᡰ൘ഭᇦⲴ㖾ഭ亶һ侶ㆮ䇱
༴䙂Ӕ〫≁ㆮ䇱⭣䈧Ǆ〫≁ㆮ䇱ᢩ߶ਾⲴ 180 ཙⲫᖅ㖾ഭѤᰦ㔯ˈਚ䴰㾱 6
њᴸᢩ߶Ǆ
If the immigrant applicant is a student with F-1 visa in the United States or is a tourist with
B1/B2 in the United States for 90 days after the approval of the Form I-526, he/she may file the
Application to Register Permanent Residence or Adjust Status Form I-485 within the United
States. Similarly, beginning in late 2023, immigrant applicants and family members who do not
have time to travel to the United States will be able to file an immigrant visa application at the
visa office of a U.S. consulate in their home country, according to the USCIS bulletin on March
29, 2022. You can go to the United States to get a temporary green card within 180 days of the
approval of your immigrant visa. The approval only takes 6 months.
6-6ˈ 〫≁ᣅ䍴Ӫ൘㧧ᗇєᒤᶑԦ㔯ਾˈ൘єᒤᘛࡠᵏࡽⲴ 90 ཙ䙂Ӕ≨ѵ㔯
⭣䈧ˈᢩ߶ᰦ䰤аᒤԕкǄ
After obtaining a 2-year conditional green card, immigrant investors should submit their
application for permanent green card within 90 days of the expiration of the 2-year
period, and the approval will be taken more than 1 year.
ഐ↔ˈṩᦞ㖾ഭ〫≁ተ 2022 ᒤ 3 ᴸ 29 ᰕ≁〫Ⲵޜᰦ䰤㺘ˈӾ䙂ӔᶀᯉࡠᶑԦ㔯
ᢩ߶ˈࡠ≨ѵ㔯ᢩ߶ˈབྷ㓖൘ 5 ᒤᰦ䰤ᐖਣਟԕᆼᡀǄ
Therefore, according to the immigration application schedule announced by USCIS on March
29, 2022, it can be completed within about 5 years from submission of documents to conditional
green card approval and permanent green card approval.
༠᰾˖ԕк〫≁⭣䈧ᰦ䰤ᱟṩᦞ㖾ഭ〫≁ተᇈᯩ㖁ㄉк 2022 ᒤ 3 ᴸ 29 ᰕⲴޜ䘋
㹼亴⍻Ǆ㖾ഭ〫≁ተਟ㜭䲿ᰦՊ䈳ᮤᰦ䰤ˈާփԕ㖾ഭ〫≁ተᇈ㖁ᰦ䰤Ѫ߶Ǆ
Note: the above immigration application schedule are based on the March 29, 2022
announcement on the USCIS website. The USCIS may adjust the timeline from time to
time, and the specific shall be subject to the USCIS official website.

7ˈ ᣅ䍴〫≁䘰ࠪᰦ䰤ǃᶑԦ઼ᯩᔿ˖
Time, Conditions and Methods for Investment Withdrawal
7-1ˈ ൘≨ѵ㔯ᢩ߶ਾ˄5 ᒤਾ˅ਟԕ䘹ᤙ⧠䠁䘰Ⅾˈᰐ䇪ᣅ䍴仍ᱟ 80 з㖾䠁䘈
ᱟ 105 з㖾䠁ˈሶޘ仍䘰䘈Ǆ
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After the permanent green card is approved (5 years later), you can choose a cash refund,
whether the investment amount is $800,000 or $1.05 million, which will be fully
refunded.
7-2ˈ 〫≁ᣅ䍴Ӫਟԕ䘹ᤙሶᣅ䍴Ⅾ䍝Ҡᔰਁ୶ᔰਁⲴ亩ⴞᡯቻǄⴞࡽਟԕ䘹ᤙⲴ亩
ⴞൠ൰൘⍋ᵹ⸦˄3 ቲ㔃ᶴⲴᧂቻ˅઼༿ေཧ˄ਟԕⴻ⎧Ⲵ儈㓗ޜሃ˅Ǆ
Immigrant investors can choose to purchase the our project houses with the immigration
investment funds. which invest in the developer to buy the project housing. The options
available are in the Los Angeles (3-story terraced houses) and Hawaii (premium Condo
with ocean view).

༠᰾˖㖾ഭ⋑ᴹ䍝ᡯ〫≁Ⲵ⌅ᖻǄѪҶ䱽վᣅ䍴〫≁Ⲵ仾䲙ˈᡁԜᔪ䇞〫≁ᣅ䍴⭣䈧Ӫਟ
ԕ⭘〫≁ᣅ䍴Ⅾ൘ᢩ߶㔯 PR ਾˈ䍝Ҡᔰਁ୶Ⲵᡯቻˈն〫≁⍱〻䘈ᱟ䴰㾱᤹➗㖾ഭᣅ
䍴〫≁⌅ᖻ࣎⨶ˈ〫≁ᣅ䍴⭣䈧Ӫ䴰㾱ᨀᣅ䍴ⅮⲴਸ⌅䍴䠁ᶕⓀᶀᯉǄ
Note: There is no laws and regulations for house purchase immigration in America. In order to
reduce the investment immigration risk, we suggest that the immigration investors can use the
investment funds to buy the house(s) of developer after the permanent green card approved, but
the immigration process must follow the U.S. investment immigration laws, the immigration
investors are required to provide legal sources of investment funds.

ӊ⍢ᯠ࣐එᡯൠӗส䠁-ᯠ࣐එᙫ䜘
ASIA SG REALTY FUND - Singapore
䈒ᵪ/ Cellphone˖8481 8222 (Mr. FANG ᯩ)⭏ݸ
ᯠ࣐එ⧽⨐ൺ࣎ޜൠ൰/Add.˖#01-13, 1 Park Road, People's Park Complex, Singapore 059108
ӊ⍢ᯠ࣐එᡯൠӗส䠁-ਠ⒮ԓ㺘༴
ASIA SG REALTY FUND - Taiwan
䈒ᵪ/ Cellphone˖0966 541 888 (Mr. CHEN 䱸)⭏ݸ
ൠ൰/Add.˖29/F, No. 68, Section 5, Zhongxiao East Road, Taipei (ਠेᐲᘐᆍь䐟 5 ⇥ 68 ਧ
29 ᾬ)
ӊ⍢ᯠ࣐එᡯൠӗส䠁-⍋ᵹ⸦
ASIA SG REALTY FUND - Los Angeles
䈒ᵪ/ Cellphone˖626 505 8882 (Miss CHEN 䱸ሿက)
ൠ൰/Add.˖1598 Long Beach Blvd, Long Beach, CA 90813, United States
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8481 8222(ᯠ࣐එ)
0966 541 888(ਠ⒮)
626 505 8882(⍋ᵹ⸦)
808 800 4999(༿ေཧ)
www.asia-fund.com


ӊ⍢ᯠ࣐එᡯൠӗส䠁-༿ေཧ
ASIA SG REALTY FUND - Hawaii
䈒ᵪ/ Cellphone˖808 800 4999 (Mr. FANG ᯩ)⭏ݸ
ӊ⍢ᯠ࣐එᡯൠӗส䠁-к⎧
ASIA SG REALTY FUND - ShangHai
䈒ᵪ/ Cellphone˖13817888060 (Miss LIU ࡈሿက)
ྲ᷌ᡁԜᵚ᧕ੜᛘⲴ⭥䈍ˈ䈧ਁ⮉䀰ǃ⭥䛞ᡆؑᡁԜˈᡁԜՊቭᘛоᛘ㚄㌫Ǆ
If we do not answer your call, please leave a message, email or text us and we will contact you as
soon as possible.
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